MUS 33b: Final Composition Juries

1) Jared Kehe, *Feelings*
   Kyle Blair, piano
   Kim Hain, violin

2) Colin Cruz, *Memories*
   Kyle Blair, piano
   Jane Duan, violin

3) Chase Pado, *ZOW 25*
   Chris Duvall, double bass
   Xavier Beteta, piano

4) Lucia Wang, *Reincarnation*
   Peter Ko, Cello
   Xavier Beteta, harpsichord

5) Tong Cheng, *Xiaoxiang Variations*
   Michael Matsuno, Flute
   Todd Moellenberg, Piano

6) Ivy Lok Hung, *Oceato Perduto*
   Michael Matsuno, flute
   Lawrence Lee, piano

7) Jan Fidelis, *Reverserial*
   Christopher Sullenberger, violin
   Nathan Chen, piano

Special thanks to the jurors Elisabet Curbelo, Ori Talmon and Hunjoo Jung; to the performers Kim Hain, Kyle Blair, Todd Moellenberg, Michael Matsuno, Lawrence Lee, Jane Duan, Peter Ko, Chris Duvall, Christopher Sullenberger, and Nathan Chen for their time and commitment to this event; and to Takae Ohnishi for contacting some performers.